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To Save Tower

Telegram Name Drive Starts

Kit Its
Silanq

ff

POSITIVE THINKINGStudents have a chance
today to sign a telegram that will be sent to
state officials voicing an opinion to save Tower
Hall, which has been closed since last April
because of unsafe conditions. With paint

brushes and hammers in hand, the above students posed for the Daily camera hoping that
the telegram will help save the 53 -year -old
SJS landmark.

California Board of Education Votes
Support of Rumford Housing Act
1UPI
of Educelion of the
Act, but
Rafterty rei hii endorsement.
..iring executive
, ell, said he con!, "statements on
ii education."

fin"!

considered the matter "extraneous" to education. Rafferty said
that while he believes the problem
of de facto segregation resulted
from "ghetto-izing," he would confine himself to statements on bills
that had gone through the education committees of the state assembly and senate.

By GERALD GULBOR
the campaign is that more money
A grass roots campaign to reach would be spent tearing down and
students will begin today and to- replacing Tower Hall than would
be spent for renovation.
morrow when students sign what
may prove to be an influential
ALUMNI DIRECTOR
instrument to save Tower Hall.
Rick Buxton, Alumni executive
A telegram to be sent to Gover- director maintains, "The thing we
nor Pat Brown and every Califor- have been plugging is that tearing
nia state legislator, may reach an down Tower Hall means that the
taxpayers’ money will be spent
excessive length if students conwithout adding any more buildings
tribute five cents and their signa- than what we have now."
tures.
He outlined in the Alumni AssoFred Best, sophomore Student ciation’s Sparta News that it would
Council representative, is directing cost $3,646,600 to replace Tower
the telegram campaign. Students Hall but would cost only $762,725
may sign the message at three for renovation.
campus locations until 5
"ad If the Tower is reconstructed,
Booths will be located at the
the building will be safe for an
Cafeteria, Bookstore and Outer
estimated 25 years. If a new buildQuad.
ing replaces the present complex,
TELEGRAM
The telegram’s length and its it will last an estimated 50 years.
influence will be determined by
In addition to these estimates,
student’s desires to save Tower the cost per year for Tower Hall
Hall which has been closed since is $30,509 at 25 years. If a new
April and may not be opened again.
building is constructed, the cost
Officials must choose between
rrsyear will be $72.920 for 50c1
tearing down or renovating Tower
Hall. according to the Thompson years,
No new facilities are added to
report, which suggested that the
aged structure be torn down.
SJS in either case, the report i
stated
In the next deciding step on the
Tower’s future, the Board of
Trustees on Jan. 23-24 in San
Francisco will recommend that the
Department of Finance either replace the building or renovate it.
IN TURN

it It VTION

rlo ey Takes
1FC Post,
I verseas Programs New Head
iirector To Answer
I ueries Tomorrow

Strom, left, and Peggy Kimball are planning to sig- a special
"Save Tower Hall" telegram that will be sent to Go, or Brown
and
and every California state legislator. Signups beg
both coeds are confident several students will sign tr telegram.

Tower History Links Past
And Today; What’s Next?

In turn, the Department of Finance either can accept or reject
the Board’s suggestion. It appears
United States. I don’t think he now the Board is in favor of savtook that to cabinet."
ing the Tower, although it has not
tt .
Tower Hall, cloaked in autumnal SehtNIIN I V.1ll1i1eP. ,1111
taken a definite stand on the isThe board’s resolution said:
red, stands as silent, locked and structure.
"We favor the aims of the Rum- sue.
A decision to demolish the main
ford Act and we oppose efforts I Taking the lead in the campaign condemned today as it did when
was made and by Septieing made to discredit it by way to save the Tower is the San Jose first closed eight long months ago. structure
tember of that year. the temporary
of initiative or by any other State Alumni Association.
What to do with the 53 -year-old building was ready for occupancy.
wess."
The Association’s major belief in
Meanwh i le, thiee architects exSan Jose State landmark is yet
11w damaged brick building
10
California
be
the
decided
by
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
!and recommended constructing it
State College Board of Trustees.

DEFINES COMPETENCE
He said that as state stqwrinii
,:upport tendent of public instruction he
,
iaiial dis- did not believe that his "compe, trig, by noting tence" extended beyond education.
Group 1 classes meet daily, MWF, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, MW
"But," Rafferty said, "I will be
IlIfirials
blame
to take the matter up in MF, WF, M, W, or F.
ii in schools on glad
cabinet and report back to the
Qs.
Group II classes meet 1711, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TThF, MTThF,
:p.oved by all board on our findings."
MTWTh, or TWThF.
Rafferty’s "cabinet’ is composed
infmbers presALL ENGLISH A AND IA CLASSES WILL HAVE THEIR FINAL
i.il by Methodist of himself and top officials in the
EXAMINATION ON THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, AT 1:00-3:20 P.M.
,iinedv, member State Department of Education.
Braden closed the discussion by
Test Hours
Test Date
Group
Class Time
" he said, "that saying, "I feel that Dr. Rafferty
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Wed., Jan. 22
I
a.m.
7:30
I: in favor of will join us in this. He has re10:00-12:20 a.m.
Wed., Jan. 22
II
7:30 a.m.
...at turn to, fried in his speeches to rulings
10:00-12:20 a.m.
Thurs., Jan. 23
1
8:30 a.m.
the
of
Court
Supreme
from
the
the New."
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Thurs., Jan. 23
II
8:30 a.m.
10:00-12:20 a.m.
Fr i ., Jan. 17
Heft
1
9:30 am.
i’ltESSED
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Fri., Jan. 17
II
9:30 a.m.
Thomas Bra- Li
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Mon., Jan, 20
I
10:30 a.m.
i \pressed "hop:
10:00-12:20 a.m.
Mon., Jan. 20
II
10:30 a.m.
P
date Dr. Rat10:00-12:20 a.m.
Tues., Jan. 21
1
11:30 a.m.
-land clear on
hi,
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Tues., Jan. 21
11
11:30 a.m.
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
F r i . , Jan. 17
I
12:30 p.m.
William Norris
1 :00- 3:20 p.m.
Fri., Jan. 17
II
12:30 p.m.
Rafferty if he
Wed., Jan. 22
1 :00- 3:20 p.m.
1
1:30 p.m.
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 22
1:30 p.m.
11
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
I
Tues., Jan, 21
2:30 p.m.
I :00- 3:20 p.m.
Tues., Jan, 21
2:30 p.m.
II
I Bill Holley accepted the IFC
1:00- 3:20 p.m.
1
Mon., Jan. 20
3:30 p.m.
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
Mon., Jan. 20
3:30 p.m.
II
gavel from past president Howie
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Fri., Jan, 17
I
Reed at the Inter-Fraternity
4:30 p.m.
3:30- 5:50 p.m.*
II
Thurs., Jan. 16
Council dance Friday night in the
Last reg. meeting
Empire Room of the Ste. Claire
5:30 p.m.
All
5:30- 6:50 p.m.
of class prior
and thus assumed the leadto Jan. 16
P. Lantos, director Hotel
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Thurs., Jan. 16
,r
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
.riational (Overseas) ership of the 1,200 men making up
7:00 p.m.
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
Mon.
Mon., Jan, 20
i ill be on campus to- the fraternity system at SYS.
7:00 p.m.
Tues.
Tues., Jan, 21
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
In acceptant’.’, Holley stated
rea
1..iiIly interview and
few changes in
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Wed., Jon. 22
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
that appli- plans to make a
am
; iii.iram might have. at least three major programs.
elf desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to
Reed called the past semester a 4:30-6:50 p.m.
’’I ’lying for the study
11,g11,1
successful one for the Greeks.
1:1131
111. asked to set
rush in
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option
P
to see Dr. Lan - Reed pointed to the "hest
II
Msley Goddard, head history," as a sample of the sys- of the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they
.1Ii, yioium
control.
and success.
Language Depart - tem’s progress
"I nob the Foreign LangThe outgoing IFC president
No examinations are scheduled for the morning of Thursday.
aRo IterGoitiltent secretaries.
listed among the accomplishments January 16.
addition
who will be here of the past semester the
Special and make-up examinations should be scheduled for the
van "i
Kappa Sigma,
p.m. has said he of a new fraternity,
afternoon of Thursday, January 23.
fraternity
the
of
work
551,1 Ii,, te interview as
"the
many through
A SPECIAL EXAMINATION THIS SEMESTER IS THE NEW
system."
ianlidates as possible.
Is. Lilo, will
Reed recalled that SJS of the GERMAN DEPARTMENTAL EXAMINATION REQUIRED OF ALL
lie in the Foreign
national STUDENTS
IN GERMAN CLASSES. IT WILL BE GIVEN THURSDAY,
liepartiiwnt office In four delegates sent to the
-;
1JANUARY 23, 1.30-3:00.
tt)
Page
(Continued on
It

ALL WRAPPED UPSenior elementary education majors Stevie

OFFICIAL FINAL EXAMINATION
FALL 196344
SCHEDULE

meetings,
numerous
Despite
studies and predictions that a solution will be reached soon, the fate
of the earthquake-dangerous struiclire remains a question mark.
As Dr. William .J. Dusel. SJS
vice president, said when the
building was first closed, ’The
fate of Tower Hall is still up in
the air."
FOUR FATES
There are four poasible fates
for Tower Hall. One is to completely repair the ivy-covered
structure at a cost of $1,292,725.
The second plan would leave
the Tower and Morris Dailey Auditorium, replacing the rest of the
building with new structures costing $2,779,600.
Another possibility would be to
leave only the Tower and put in
all new buildings, at a cost of
$3,456,300.
The final plan would replace all
of Tower Hall with new buildings.
costing $3,644,600.
Tower Hall is the only campus
link with the college’s historic
past. Ironically, the classroom and
office building was constructed ti
replace the main building of the
State Normal School which was
left unfit for use following the
April 18, 1906. earthquake.
That rupture of the San Andreas fault caused bricks to fall.
cracks in the walls and rafters to
split. Although external damage
I,, the main brick stnicture was
slight, the building was declared
dangerous and fenced off.
CLASSES OUTDOORS
But classes continued - --many
outdoors.
Following a request from College President Morris Elmer
Dailey, the state legislature passed
an emergency appropriation of
$29,000 to replace the normal

I A month Idler the trustees av
icepted the arenitems rep’ ’ii and
new building
’decided to plan
of the Mission style of architecture in a quadrangular form similar to Stanford Unner,ity.After the first of the year the
legislature appropriat I $350.000
for the building’s construction.
Eventually the new building was
constroiled o..thout an auditorium
appropriation.
". small
..2u, 1910, with mom’
on
than WO students anti a faculty
of 39, an open house was held at
the new structure.
On the occasion of its completion the San Jose Mercury slated,
’The building’s style is the art
nouveau. and combines examples
tho Moorish, Gothic. Spanish.
Renaissance and Mission schools."
At the time it was the largest
.e, school budding
he found any:!1.1
:n
1011.111:1

I It

( IINCRETE

i lune a rower Hall’s
At
superintendent of con..ompin,
-! ruction E. W. Yount said that
rue use of reinforced roncrtte for
,instruction was fairly new. He
aided that cement made on a
Iiirizontal plane is almiist nidestructiblo, hut it will slide and
!ireak if not reinforeed. For that
!;10el rOtIS se ere incorporatd into the material.
Today. Tower Hall is labeled
unsafe." Although locked and
imply. the campus landmark
tands as immense. ornate. and
unique as it was when its doors
were first opened 53 years ago.
How long it stands remains the
queer ion

TOWER HALL
it stands in silence
"new structure of steel and reinforced masonry."
MISSION STVLE TOWER
The architects pondered the advisahility of reconstructing the
building to make it earthquake
and tire proof, but deterionod
, ,
cost W.111(1 N.
I.
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Thrust and Parry

On the Dotted Line
Students will have an opportunity today to
lend their support to the -Save Tower Hall"
campaign. And the cost will be but a nickel.
Fur five cents, a student may add his signature to a telegram that sill be sent to Sacramento
officials. including Gov. Pat Brown. urging them
to support the Tower Hall movement.
The telegram plan is one phase of a massive
"lobby" being conducted by Si 5’ Alumni Association, which already has received the support
of all senators and assembly men for the San Jose
area and other state lawmakers, such as Speaker
of the House Jesse Unruh.
It may take a lot of this sort of thing to get
the Tower Hall complex saved, for the Department of Finance has indicated that it favors
replacing Tower Hall with a new classroom building.
It’s not the job of the Department of Finance

Co-Editor of Voice
Criticizes ’Strike’

to worry about the aesthetic value of the building it pros ides. There are too many student,
cramming into California’s state colleges to allow
the gentlemen controlling the state’s wallet to
worry about the beauty of a campus.
What is needed is lots of pressure on the key
figures in the state and on the members of the
important boards and committees set up by the
Board of Trustees. If men such as the governor.
the state comptroller and members of the Board
of Trustees get bombarded with letters and telegrains in favor of Tower Hall. they may be a little slower to anger the public, in some cases
potential voters.
We hope as many SJS students as possible
will take advantage of the telegram signing today.
It’s one way to let the state know just what we
want-1A.

Editor:
I would like to give my reaction to Ernie Barry’s "San
Francisco Housing Strike." Ernie
(formerly co-editor of the Campus Voice, now peapod interviewer for CV), is playing a
child-like game by calling his
adventure the "San Francisco
Housing Strike."
If he were really interested in
striking out against landlords
who perpetuate slum conditions
in San Francisco, he would go
into the slum sections of the city
and tell people they do not have
to pay high rent to live in
squalor.
Ernie is dishonoring a legitimate rent -strike movement. The
idea of refusing to pay rent
started two months ago in the
Harlem section of New York
City. Tenants who had been
paying rent iunbike Ernie Barry)
refused to continue paying rent
until the landlords made certain

Guest Editorial

Junior Colleges: A Challenge
Leading LS, educators now advocate a twoyear. tuition -free college opportunity for every
American high school graduate.
The Educational Policies Commission (EPC1
of the National Education Assn. also notes that
California’s junior college network has anticipated a problem generally neglected nationally.
The state’s JC program provides the tuition free two years of college to any California high
school graduate, which EPC urges as a national
plan. California taxpayers support the junior college idea generously. Most parents believe results
justify the cost.
Thousands of young Californians who could
not afford college away from home benefit under
the JC plan. Significant numbers go on to earn
degrees at four-year colleges after two years at JC.
Thousands more acquire marketable skills in
junior college. Vocational training weighs importantly in the state’s JC curricula.
However. the EPC report recommends de-

emphaisis of vocational training in favor of
liberal arts.
The EPC position disquiets many local educators and laymen. It would be hard to justify
vocational de-emphasis in our junior colleges un
less secondary schools offer equal vocational
training earlier. Great numbers of our youngsters
want and need the technical and trade training
now available in junior colleges.
The EPC report also emphasizes "non -selective" entrance qualifications for its free two-year
college. Any high school graduate would be admitted automatically, regardless of educational
attainment.
To many thoughtful laymen. this ’Iron -selective- yardstick tends to discourage scholarship
in high school. Why study diligently if college entrance is assured without it?
These two -bugs- in the EPC proposalnonselectivity and de-emphasis of vocational trainingobviously make it a matter for further pedagogical homeworkThe Los Angeles Times

100 Years Ago In History

Outlook in Early ’64 War Finale
By MERTON T. AKERS
United Press International
Early in 1864 both North and
South gathered their strength
for the fourth year of the Civil
War.
The war would he three years
old April 12, 1864, the day in
1861 when Fort Sumter was
fired on and war became the
only method left for the two
parts of the United States to
settle their differences.
The margin in January ’64 lay
with the North. But the margin
was not great.

In the eastern theater the
armies were about where they
had been at the start of the war
between Washington and Richmond. They had fought a dozen
size
battles some of epic
without either side gaining a
definite advantage.
In the West most of Tennessee was in Federal hands. The
Confederacy’s largest port, New
Orleans, was safely Union. So
was the Mississippi River. This
line of communication effectively
cut off western Louisiana, Ar-

U.S. Aerial Defense
Heads Underground
By CARLTON WILSON
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo.
(UPI) The aerial defense of
the united States is going Underground.
Construction began in March
1963 on 11 buildings balanced on
giant springs inside Cheyenne
Mountain, where the combat operations center of the North
American Air Defense Command (NORADI will be moved
in about two years.
The U.S. Air Force believes
the new center will be the safest
place on earth in a nuclear attack.
About 1 million tons of solid
granite already have been blasted out of the 9.400 foot high
mountain, which is near Pike’s
Peak. The center now is in a
highly ifinerable two-story concrete blockhoiltie in Colorado
Springs, eight miles from Cheyenne Mountain.
"Nothing in the world that
We know of will be as protected
frotm nuclear attack," is the
way Lt. (’ol. James R. Bandy
Jr. describes the planned center. Ile is assistant director of
civil engineering for NORM).
Bandy said the imelerground
center "will be an incredibly
difficult target for the enemy."
"The center will probably be
so hard to knock omit that we
hope an enemy would not even
try." he said.
The buildings will be mounted
on 937 springs that will absorb
the foree of a nuclear blast outside the mountain, he said. Earth
spring will be four feet high, 22
inches in diamettette and weigh
1.509 faminels A form Ot 2 million pounds would be nr.cessacy
to make the springs give an
Inch. he said.
The nearly three miles of tunnels and ehentrehers which were
blasted out of the mountain

vary in size from 12 by 12 feet
to 45 by 60 feet.
Of the 11 buildings, eight will
be three stories and three buildings one and a half stories in
height. Total cost of the excavation and construction will be
around $26 million, according to
Bandy.
Electronic equipment and other facilities in the future nerve
center of the nation’s air defense will cost an estimated $70
million, and will replace present
equipment that will be obsolete
when the underground center is
opened in late 1965.
Each building will be freestanding, without contact with
the walls or roofs of the granite
chambers. They will provide
about 170,000 square feet of
space, which will house dining
areas, dormitories and an infirmary in addition to the operations center.
The springs. made of threeinch diameter aircraft -alloy steel
bar, are a new concept. he said.
Their use grew out of early plans
only to mount sensitive electronic equipment on smaller springs
to absorb shock.
The NORM) command post.
will he linked by radio and telephone to every major command
post on the continent, as is the
present combat operations center. Computers feed data on unidentified missiles and aircraft
project courses and possible targets onto a movie-screen size
map of the continent.
I Wens, to,t,t rein romren.nders
at NOFtAlt 1,11moult’ both supersonic jet fighters and missiles thrown against the al setkers. By puttiog the combat operations center under Cheyenne
Mountain NORAD says the vital
control center "will be made
virt ’laity safe from thermonuclear attack."

kansas and Texas from the rest
of the Confederacy. Except in
driblets. the grain and beef from
the trans-Mississippi no longer
flowed east to feed the Rebel
armies.
Most of Virginia. the Carolinas. Georgia, Florida and Alabama remained in Confederate
hands, along with parts of Mississippi. Western Louisiana and
Texas remained Confederate. Arkansas was substantially occupied by the Union.
Gray cavalry harried the long
Union communication lines in
the West but the raids were
more spectacular than effective.
FULL OF FIGHT
But two big Confederate
armies still were intact, full of
fight and ably led.
The Army of Northern Virginia. Gen. Robert E. Lee commanding, had lost the initiative
after the battle of Gettysburg
but remained in its home state,
watchful and ready for defensive
battle, barring the road to Richmond.
Union forces held beachheads
along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts from Norfolk. Va., to New
Orleans. None, however, except
New Orleans had been developed.
Charleston, S.C., where the
shooting war started, remained
in Confederate hands despite a
battering from Federal ironclads
and artillery.
Wilmington. N.C., was the center of blockade running and
would be the last big Rebel port
to fall. But the Union naval
blockade was tight and fewer
and fewer munitions of war
spilled through.
PREPARATION
The Confederate Army of Tennessee, battered from its defeat
at Missionary Ridge, had a new
commander, Gen. Joseph E.
Johnston, and was preparing for
a spring campaign.
As long as these armies eould
fight the North could not win
the war.
Neither the’ Union nor the
Confederacy had a unified command and many of the weaknesses on each side could be
laid to the lack of coordination .
Armies of each side moved independently, were supplied independently and more often than
not fought at the wrong places
at the wrong time.
The confederacy had the man
for the toll of commander-inoner in Lee hut President Jefferson Davis preferred to leave
hirn in the east, where he and
the President worked smoothly
together.
The four generals who would
lead the Union forces to victory
were emerging as 1864 opened.

US, AMIGOS."
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Revolutionist Prestes
Red Leader in Brazil
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Not generally recalled is the
fact that the first attempted
Communist revolution in the
Western Hemisphere occurred
in Brazil, in November, 1935.
It was led by a short, frail
man with intense black eyes
named Luis Carlos Prestes. It
was an abortive affair but for
four days the revolutionaries
held the city of Natal where
they installed a Soviet -style regime.
Uprisings also took place in
the cities of Recife and in Rio
de Janeiro.
In Rio, aided by a part of the
garrison, the rebels proclaimed
Prestes president of Brazil.
For the Moscow-trained Prestes, the revolt earned a 16-year
prison sentence, of which he

served nine, followed by more
years in the Brazilian underground.
INTERESTING PREDICTIONS
His activities led the legislative reference service of the
Library of Congress in 1958 to
describe him as the "most outspoken opponent of the United
States south of the Rio Grande."
"For more than a quarter of
a century," the reference service said, "he has spurned venom aimed at poisoning BrazilianUnited States relations."
This background is to point
up an event of only a few days
ago which may be of significance to present-day Brazil.
In a television interview in
Rio, old - Communist Prestes,
whose party theoretically still is
outlawed in Brazil, made some

Question Man

Semester Break?
By ROY NORD
(Photos by Alan Buckingham)
What are your plans for semester brie!,?

Alan KoeptAng, senior, art history:
"Travel to Nevada to play roulette in Reno
after which I will have to tour the ghost
towns in the Yerington area."

Sony Honig, senior, English:
"I have a slight chance for a trip to Mexico,
but, if it doesn’t materialize 1 will go home
and loaf."

Janey Nolte, sophomore, business:
"I will probably spend part of the vacation
skiing and part of it visiting a girl friend in
Los Angeles."

interesting predictions. Among
them:
Brazilian Communists will
come to power under the present regime of President Joao
Goulart.
It will come to power peacefully.
Former governor of Rio
Grande do sub State, Goulart’s
brother-in-law Leonel Brizola,
has "every condition of being
the chief of the revolution."
Goulart also could be that
chief "provided he freed himself of his engagements with
certain reactionary areas."
Former President Juscelino
Kuhitschek and fiercely antiCommunist Gov. Carlos Lacerda
of Guanabara State, where Rio
is located, he branded as "agents
of reactionary forces" and
"slaves of imperialism."
EMERGES AS SPOKESMAN
The fact that Prestes could
emerge to make his pronouncements over a government-licensed television station, is perhaps significant of the chaotic
state of Brazilian politics.
There is no record that the
government sought to suppress
him or that Brizola, violently
leftist and violently anti-United
States, sought to disavow him.
Of further significance is the
fact that Prestes emerged at
this time as the spokesman for
communism. He is the party’s
general secretary in Brazil but
for many months he has remained in the background while
others held the stage.
Among these has been proCastro advocate of violent revolution Francisco Julia, organizer of the peasant leagues in
northeast Brazil.
Prestes. during the TV interview, declared unhesitatingly
that: "We Brazilian Communists are on the side of Soviet
Russia" in the quarrel with Red
China.
Since Castro’s own loyalty to
Moscow now is being questioned,
it may be that Moscow has its
own reasons for bringing Prestes
out of mothballs.

Today’s Quote
Joy Smee, junior, elementary education:
"I am going to have my tonsils out and
during my convalescence mad The Phentsnieiltl
of Man, which deals with psycho-analytAs."

Chlyo Kawasaki, Junior,

flementary

educa-

tion:
"I will visit my boyfriend in Los Angeles,
cruise around, see some movies and probably
visit a cousin at Long Beach State."

Dennbi Smith, senior, music:
"It would he nice to go to the jungles of
South America, but I will have to settle for
work in the Spartan Bookstore."

"it is evident that he (the
funeral director) must adopt
some of the techniques employed by his enemies; he
must condition the pub’ ic
mind to associate established
funeral customs with all that
is desirable in the American
way of life.
"N umerous possibilities
come quickly to mind. All,
however, have their basis in
cultivating certain subconscious opinions regarding the
funeral service. Chief among
these is the acceptance of the
funeral as a valid status symbolwhieh in fact it is.
"A moderate cost funeral,
:is represented by welfare
services and the tneniorial society concept, is a necessity,
a better service is a luxury to
the degree that it exceeds
minimum requirements."
-- National Funeral Service
Journal, Jan., 1963.

improvements in the
apartments
or buildings
of the striking
fami.
lies. The movement
a few families In started %nth
two
months over two thousand short
fare,
lies in Harlem have
joined the
strikers.
Adam Clayton
Nwell, the
Congressman from
his support for the Harlon, cast
striking ten.
ants. Powell said he
would be
willing to lead the rent
on a march to city -strikers
Hall. The
marchers would ask Mayor
Wag.
tier to urge the
landlords to
make the necessary
impress
menta
The Spartan Daily
coverage/
Barry’s ludricrous efforts
veal
rightfully mocking. Kew"
when a legitimate rental
strike
does come to San Francisco
-es
it enevitably will
I sincerely
hope you will give it the
serious
and complete coerage
it de.
serves.
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RICHARD RCRAcum
Co-editor, Campus Voles

New System Of
Communications
Hinders Viet Cog
By ROBERT e.
SIAGON, Viet :s: !
If they gave tut m 1. t, i,, ma.
chines, Tropp Scat ter would rate
the Navy Cross. the Comessional Medal of Honor and just
about every commen.dation fs
fighting the enemy.
Tropo Scatter is the new cons
munications system installed hi
the U.S. Air Force in Vietnam
and now managed by the Anny
It has been credited with savirs
more lives and killing more Coss
munist guerillas than any other
single weapon it-unglued in the
Vietnamese fight ing.
Major Tarlton A. Guymte
(New Iberia, La. I explained Mc:.
even the remotest Vietnams...,
army outpost is in rerstart
touch with rear areas which cap
supply help as soon as the Vie
Cong launch an attack.
The principle behind the civil,
ian-installed system is the huge
grids resembling outdoor move
screens. These grids bounce is
radioed signals off the Trope
sphere and back to the receivers.
"It’s just a case of where brute
force is used in shoteun effect
to push out the signals" said
Guyote. "And the receivers are
designed to pick op the strongest signal that . trues in. The result is a foolproel. (temple*
secure commune-totems systen
that terrain has no effect ape
and which no (cops are needed
to protect."
"Each of Vietnam’s millers
districts," he said, "is linked to
the main communications wag
by Troop Scatter. All the outposts in the district nave dire
shortwave contact with the districts, Once an attack startsor there is reason to believe=
is coming --- the outpost radio
the district command post lerll
relays the information by Tn.:,
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This means that books rejected at other
bookstores will still get top prices if used
else where in the United States.
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Yager & Silva now has a factory trained FOREIGN CAR
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AWAKE 11 DAYS, SLEEPS 14 HOURSAwaking after 14
hours and 41 minutes of sleep, Randy Gardner, 17, is given a
drink of water by Dr. William Dement, psychiatrist at Stanford
University, San Diego, Calif. Before falling asleep, Gardner
stayed awake a record 264 hours. The apparatus around his
face and head was used to study his physical reactions during
and after his stay -awake marathon.
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’Music Department’s
Opera Succeeds
On Comic Note

THETA XI QUEEN

4SPARTAN DAILY
Monday January 13, 1964
’ARTFUL EMI:INNER’
Oi
host
Ilitetwoek,
Admit
"The Alit Ilitiiwock I four,
studied tEl and engineering al
a Jesuit se:Mu:ray and ;it the
University Of Lou’ Ii

Keep in shape

SAN
HEALTH CLUB

By WILLIAM WA rsoN
The

5.15

Music

RESULTS IEN:O6OSDEAYS

Department

culminated a semester of work

6
3 7 on: Chou+

in opera with the Opera Workshop

Friday

in

Concert

on
off AWZ
2 on Thighs

Hall

it Hit the performance of two of
the

three one-act

operas

&Ft

gain or lose
12-15 lbs
of weight

that

make up Giacomo Puccini’s Triptych.

’Make

Big

Strides

in reading and
comprehension
CIl CH

A NEW CINDERELLAPam Mangseth, left, Chi Omega, was
crowned Theta Xi Fraternity Cinderella Queen at their December
Cinderella Dance held at the La Playa Hotel in Carmel. Presenting the trophy to the new queen was outgoing Cinderella
Queen Sally Clark Morello as Theta Xi President Steve Gilbert
looks on Darlene McKeller, Sigma Kappa, and Barbara Bosco,
GOTTA, respectively,
Delta
ore a part of the new court.
Not pictured are Sandy McCorduck and Carolyn GA’,
both affiliated with Gamma
Phi Beta, also princesses.

I 7674

375 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP
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Ports
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Accessories
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deroilers only

installation)
Lightweight 3 -speeds from
10 -Speed Derailers from

$39.95
$59.95
Sweatere &

Dealers for

Schwinn

Phillips

’WORK
OF
ART"

$4.95 (plus

Bianchi

Service
Fort and Friend’y
Special Discount Cord for S ..1.5. Students

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

MatdaiP Sike chop
894 E. Santa Clara at 19th

Street.

CY

Cashmere Coats

thir Specialty

4-0742

A rt Cleaners
198 E. Sainfa Clara

293-1030

Tom Huck sought scientific excitement

The two operas, "Sister Angelica" and "Gianni Schiechi,"
were performed before a nearcapacity crowd which came to
to. impressed with the consISer’S WHIMS work, "Sister Angela:a," but were Instead, captivated hy the farcical comic
opera, ’’(Na till Schicci."
Where "Sister Angelica" barely failed to leave the audience
limp with its profundity, "Gianni Schieci- managed with
MI ire than Just amateur success,
to master a difficult form of
comedic expression.
productions
Whereas
both
didn’t quite give the audience
wlmt they wanted in opera,
anni Schicchi" gave them a
Ininus in entertaimnent of an
unexpected nature and quality
While the evening went to
,...medy, the audience did ate’
;M. turn out to hear opera. And
to say they were totally disappointed, would be unfair to the
cast and a gross misinterpretation of audience response.
Soprano. Sharon Gilbert, was
hailed by the audience as the
star in "Angelica."
David McClellan, baritone, as
Gianni Schicci in the second prolotion, proved to have a fine
,iice as well as an excellent
mune facility.
Tenor William Purkiss, as Mimi-Tin, hail the finest voice in
either production.
Despite the evening’s success
because of the comic acting, the
prilgrain was throughout one of
music, and front the standpoint
of music, well worth the attending.
Director Edwin C. Dunning, in
particular. and the entire list of
Participants are to he eommended for continuing the tradit km of
presenting some of the finest cultural entertainment to be found
in this area.

ON EXHIBITThis is one of 22 paints on exhibit at the College
Art Gallery. Created by artist Jan Stussy, the painting is entitled
"Memory of Amalfi." The painting is a part of the 42 Annual
Travel Show of the California Water Color Society which will
conclude Jan. 24. The paintings were selected from 76 water
colors which comprised last year’s annual exhibition. Included
in the group are seven award winners and works by I I new members. The exhibition presents diversiiied viewpoints and numerous styles in the contemporary idiom. Most of the paintings are
in opaque water color or gouache. The Gallery is open from
9 a.m, daily to 4 p.m. on weekdays, and from 1:15 to 5 p.m. on
Sundays during the run of each exhibition.
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:il- Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Recital
APRIL
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1-1 Senior Recital
16 Piano Recital
21 Piano Recital
28, 29 College Symphony Recital
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1963,

tionals.

24-Hour Ski Report

244 So, 2nd St.

1

tfilll

the afternoon, the free exercise.

perfect 95.5 to edge Cal’

CY 2-1052

the top five men, no one
scored less than 89 on ratings by
the four judges.
Another stunner almost took
place in the parallel bars where
San Jose State’s Rich Chew almost beat the favored Chin for
first place. Chew failed by a point
of winning the event.
The Spartans had things their
way only in one eventthe trampoline. Lynn Dodson and Chuck
Allen each scored 77 points on the
judge’s rating to tie for first
place.
Of

eighth

in

/

of Olym

the

first

man

to

at Stanford Stadium, scene
of many outstanding track and
field meets.

the horizontal bar. The Sun De,, il
Jerry Stansbury came back with
a big win in long horse vaulting.
Mac Sutherland of Cal edged
out ASU’s Nelson for first place
in tumbling.
A goodly crowd of near 1,500
witnessed the season opener and
saw better than average gymnastics. The Spartans will certainly
start scoring higher when the competition doesn’t involve two teams
that might make a powerful showing at the NCAA tournament.
For Cal it was their 45th dual
meet win in a row, dating hark
1959. San Jose’s next outin,
against Stanford in Spartan

on Jan. 24.

STENOTYPE
(Machine Shcr+hand)

FREE DEMONSTRATION
January 13, 1964

6:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.

BEGINNING THEORY CLASSES
6:30 - 9:00
Monday & Wednesday
ADVANCED CLASSES
Tuesday & Thursday

EVENING DIVISION OFFERS:
Accounting 1 & 11

English for Business
Programmed Business Mathematics
Gregg Shorthand, Intensive
Gregg Shorthand, Dictation
Beginning & Advanced
Typewriting

REGISTER January 13, 1964

BRYANT & STRATTON
College of Commerce
241-2979

2115 The Alameda

Your Convenient

RI:Goodrich

B.F. GOODRICH STORE
701 So. First

CY 5-6050

QUALITY-RIDE

I

SHOC
ABSORBElS

WILLIAM

ht

/NV

Keyes

run 9.3

for first In the opening event of

executed his routine with a near-

6th &

100 meter champion Armin
Hary, still co-holder of the world
record at 10.0. The America:
counterpart used to illustrate
Ilary’s technique is former SJS
sprint sensation Dennis Johnson.

still rings, where five of the nation’s best collided for the first

your car
98C for

Puritan Oil

pie

Cal Gymnasts Dump SJS , ASU;
Trampoline Lone Win for Hosts

BLANKETS

SAVE ME

Physical
educa
sors
The ixiok, in essence, is a
ige
S
ot Dae SiMit innt I:
who take on a full -1 IrrIhing progress report on five
ch Norf. in. In this hook he ersaal..1.
job on top of their full-time teach- projects that are curreril.’.
Ifar
Ir. with that
ing load usually don’t have time conducted at
the school I:Wk.!
for anything else.
Winter’s guidance.
The Rocket Start first intrigued
Lloyd C. "Bud" Winter is one
EXPERT
exception. Winter recently had his Winter at the 1960 Rome Olymthird book on track techniques pics where he was assistant ti
LUBRICATION

ler hit early baskets at the start
of the second stanza and took the
lead on a charity toss by Jim
McCloskey, 26-25.
Loyola extended its lead to 3127 before S. T. Saffold, hit two
free throws, plus a three-point play
to bound the Spartans back into
the lead. It was the first points
of the night for the highly -touted
sophomore who had a blanket
thrown on him most of the night. I
SAN JOSE (64) I
LOYOLA (47)
PLAYER FG FT TP PLAYER FG FT TP
Tarrantts 3 2 8 Schiendler 4 6 13
Soft old
3 3 9 Lawler
3 I 7
Edwards
5 3l3 Burnt
3 2 t
Jansci
1 3 5 O’Keefe
2 4
Labetich
0 I 1 Flanagan
I 0 2
Goodere 5 212 Bohle
4 0 I
Newell
4 2 10 McCloskey 0 I 1
Kinsie
2 0 4
Gresham
1 0 2

Stu Inman’s cagers proved it
once again Friday night with a
19-point scoring splurge in the final five minutes to thrash the
Loyola Lions, 64-47, in the Spartans’ WCAC debut, at Los Angeles.
The fast point -parade blew a
see-saw battle, that stretched for
the better part of 35 minutes, wide
open. Loyola, which had possible
victory in its grasp when the Lions
darted out to a four-point lead
early in the second half, receipted
for its first league loss.
Good center play from Harry
Edwards and Jeff Goodere and
timely shooting and rebounding by
Pete Newell and Frank Tarrantts
TOTALS 24 16 64 TOTALS
17 13 47:
kept the Spartans ahead in the
Halftime score: San Jose 25, Loyola 21 ’
first half and sparked them to
victory in the second half.
With the score tied 11-11 earls
in the first half, Goodere hit three
layins, canned two free throws
and Newell drilled home three long
jumpers as the Spartans jettisoned
to a 22-11 advantage,
However, pesky Loyola, utilizing an all -court press, whittled the
SJS lead down to four points,
By MIKE 311*KPFIV
25-21, at the intermission.
Cal’s superior depth overcame
Mike Lawler and Dick Schiend- a stunning upset in the rings corn_Airairageop petition as the Bears swept a triple
dual meet with Arizona State and
SJS gymnasts Saturday in SparRENT A
tan gym,
The Bears won four ot the meet’s
eight events and all-around performer Cs-odd Chin racked up 15
Student Rates
ints to help his team to a 72-56
win over the Sun Devils. Cal
I turned back the Spartans 89-38;
ASU defeated SJS 84-43.

Sr %.RTAN DAILY -7

By finding a career while
you’re still In college, you
can get a jump ahead of the

qiit

r-

competition.

49-

For young men interested in
being in business for them.
selves, with no ceiling on
potential earnings, Provident
Mutual

-VELL BUY

offers

a

chance

to

start now. Our training program for life insurance sales
and sales management will
begin while you’re still a
student.

TOP PRICES
FOR BOOKS

We’re looking for initiative and
imagination, for young men
who want to grow with their
careers. Stop by or phone our
campus office for
talk. Or
write for the free booklet,
"Interning for the Future".

a

plus

10% BONUS

DICK FLANAGAN
ROGER SUTTSR

starting
Today ’Til Jan. 24th

Ford, Chevy,
Plymouth (most
models. .’54
through ’631

INSTALLED FREE
Replace your old worn
shocks with these original
equipment, double -action
type. You’ll quickly notice
a smoother ride, easier
steering ... this means
safer driving.
ASB card bonus.
One free wheel balance
with each shock purchase.

210 North Fourth Street

at

CT 7-5707
-1Y11
,

pa4rez.n.Bovizotate.
sit

or

._
1st -is

I

IV

a10

111 V

I

PROVeloc

Mt TA /Al

NT

i. iii r

Shit/RANGE COMPANY OF PHIL/WILMA

-r

I NI S TA NI
CREDIT!

Your credit is already e..tahlished at your
nearest B.F.Goodrich store it you have any
active national credit card. No delays! No
questions! Buy now....pay later.

Vcs

amill111

"tti,nilav .Thnoarv r. 1404

International Center

Place To Meet Market Street

Deadline for Management
Application Thursday

Accomplishments Civil Engineering
Listed by Holley Review Course
Offered at SJS

Application deadlines to file for

this latter examinatisa
the 1964 management intern pro- l’-’1"1 for sPecial
,,rain is Thursday, according to ’’’’I2:"mPnts Icattins,
Hr. Ic.c1c, .1
enginA res let cour,e 111 ell
thtA.p1.1p.iSic,Z;nil Sfiersrnil:e mComay mbeissioob_n.
eeting for those planning to take
Prote
the California Stato Board PX11111lainosl at the Placement Office or
ination April IS or Nov. 21 for
al a local Post (Al)
iii,11 engineer is
registration
Students taking the rosier:a sets.being OriPIVII by the Extension
eXaMination on Feb.
’,dServiei, ot San Jose Stato
tapplieation filed Ito later. than
ime.
1Thursday of this week, Jan. 161
The eia55 Will meet from 7 to 10 may also apply to lake the manbegin:ling agement intern examination at the
Thursdays.
on
p.m.
,
Thursday. in Horan 24 of Peter sante tirtue. StUdent% rat bug high
Burnett Junior high School, 850
N. Second St. A fee of $30 will
be charged for the 12 meetings.

ganitation committee for the conIt. Isl
people f torn all over the the first to help establish the
years , vent i n and two more spoke before
at one time?
!Center in San Jose three
. anti
e
)71 «
1A111i 1110
Jose to Meet aril
The International Center, 2g9 ago, he is not without pride- philosophies of the SJS inter-fra- S. Market St., at the t lid City justifiably so.
ternity council. One delegate
Its’ ans%cr.
"When I was ndireit," eontin- !served on the four-man commit Students from all over the world, tied the doctor, 1 wanted to do tee that wrote the Western Region
t n et hing viorth doing for the ! EC cons t t ion and one delegate
t r. ,rn S
e in to TanganyikaIndia to K.- other per lite. M.ho studied %Urger). was nominated for the position ot
- to China and
IlUngary, the pro- WRIFC vier president.
.ueet here to talk, ihscuss in A Lcdri.i
fro iron, other countries, tus I had
play.
I
"The sehool and the system can
III other volint HOS
ping pong
ching
be proud of these men," saint Reed.
Noongsten, front a corner couch
"not so much for what they did,
55 RID All’.1.1its OUNT(’IL
one recent Friday night was Dr
but more, for what they represent
St1 Dr. KaZtliallh i.)1171111 his Mai).
Harold A. Nantlann, president of
-the best."
t
th
WorldAffairs Coun
i
I
International Center.
Lecturers will include Dr. WilSan Jose, which suggested he work
-The students are happy here," I’
liam J. Ventiti and Dr. Leonard
Foreign students in the area.
%slat satisfaction. (Me of
Bushnell. professors of civil enThe number of foreign students
gineering, Stanley Kocal. head of
in the Bay Area is increa sing
the Drainage Department of the
lienwndously. In San Jose State
city of San Jose; and Dr. Joseph
College, only 1 per cent of the ,
E. Love, structural design enginstialent body were foreign students !
Frank Bardsley, fall semester
eer for General Electric
tI years ago. hut now the per- ’
president of Moulder Han wis !astonia, Power EqUipment Dena rtcentage has increased to 7 per
elected president of the Inter- inert). All are regisiensi eiil en cent .
fuund... "
Kazmann. Dorm Council for the spring 1964 I &teem.
I
Principles of civil engineering
puffing on his pipe. "that these semester Wednesday at the IDC1
I will be reviewed and problems
students away from home had meeting in 1Warkham
.............solved
on fundamental concepts,
’
.
various needs such as finding suit,
as s’.)
Bardsley succeeds Bob Bailey
- - simple oenms and trusses, portal
able housing, adjusting to a new 1DC president.
t frames and continuous beams,
community, financial aid and SII
Other officers igeeted at the i movement distribution, earthquake
brill."
’meeting were, Dave Dimmick, vice- and lateral forces, wood, steel and
an ter in mont s (in sly
ano
president and Jill Voorhees, secre- concrete design, retaining wall and
7,-eparation, Dr. Kazmann and
tary and treasurer
engineerilig
design,
foundation
- her members founded the !nOnce you’re in college, you’re an adult. But the important thing
economy, fluid mechanics, hydruos -national Center in June 1901
is-to keep on growing. And there’s no better way to grow than
lics and hydraulic structures.
at the Old City Plaza.
with the United States Air Force. It’s one of the world’s most
Further information may be iii’ vital organizations, a leader in the expanding technological revThe Center has contributed to
tamed by calling the Extension
olution. If you have three or more years remaining at SJSC, you
the foreign students in many ways
(’enter, Ext 2211.
have an opportunity to join the Air Force ROTC and receive your
There ssill he a new Spartaaccording to the doctor. Wh,11
commission at the same time you graduate. For complete inforthey are notified, some of the e1011e reporter nevt semester.
mation, see or call the Professor of Air Science. Building R.
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
Please eiintmd this person a.,
staff members of the Center meet
292-9991. Air Force ROTC.
CLEANING & DYEING
a student at the bus, train or ,01.11 as classes hetrin
thane when he first arrives in the arrangements for Listing your
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
For Quick Dependable!
1-tiy Area. This is a great help for :111114,11111.enients.
Service Come to
a newcomer who does not know
TO1).AA:
43 E. Santa Clara
anybody in America.
Rally Committee execuUve meet FRIENDSHIP FAMILIES
lag, :2::10 p.m.. College Union.
Zen Buddhism is popular in many circles, and indeed, it is an
Faith
Adult
Newman
Club
The Center arranges to provide
interesting and sophisticated philosophy of life. But does it work?
iii tents with "local friendship E’ourse, 4:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.
It may keep you busy with the arts and disciplines of living, but
what about your deep, inner needs? To convince yourself that
families" who open their lunne,
TOMOttltOW:
to help the visitors understand
there is no ultimate reality in life - that life is just a game AVS, 3 :10 p.m., College Union.
different customs and social attiis to miss out on the greatest adventure imaginable - ever.
Election Board, 2:30 p.m., Coltiides. Sometimes these familie,
lasting life with Jesus Christ. You can Zen all you want to, but it
invite the students for big turkey lege Union.
will not give you access to God nor the love, peace, and hapChristian science Organization,
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
dinners on Christmas or Thankspiness which only the Holy Spirit can bring.
7:30 p.m., College Chapel.
giving Day.
If Buddha were the God of creation and the power holding
.
Y
V
E
H
C
’34
Coed archery, 4 p.m., playing
the universe together, it might be a different story. However,
The Center has also arranged ,
.L.L
Lwhee
for periodic tours of local indus- field near Music Building.
the Bible tells us that Jesus Christ ’’is the image of the invisible
Social Affairs Committee, 2:30 ’16!
tries. government centers. educaGod, the first born of every creature: For by Him were all things
tional institutes, and places of p.m., ADN1236.
created that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and inW01114.11.1 itewreatIon ANS11., 430 ’ 58 TR3
historic interest.
visible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities,
There are various pail ii’, and p.m., VIt A lininge.
or powers: all things were created by Him and for Him: And He
’58 BUICK
is before all things, and by Him all things consist." Col. I:14-17.
meetings sponsored by the (’enter.
NEW GLASS RESINS
-We would like to have both
It is possible for you to meet Jesus Christ personally, in19 CHEVY 2
the American and foreign students
dividually. If you are interested, let us know. "For we preach not
TOLEDO UPD - A nevs family
come to the Center and have more of glass resirrt being made expert.
ourselves, but Christ Jesus +he Lord; and ourselves your servants
HEA-RSE.
/
opportunity to get acquainted," mentally by Owens-Illinois Glass $257, ,
for Jesus sake." II Cot. 4:5.
vial Dr. kazmann.
(’o. is reported to have greater
Box 11791, Palo Alto
’63 FORD GALAXIE 500XL
The white-haired doctor, who thermal stability and chemical re- .
spent most of his practicing days sistance than any resins presently
.
in Asbury Park. N.J., seems to in use in making plastics. These .60
ALPINE CONY.
enjoy his new "career" in service new polymers also are good in
for foreign students.
transmitting light.
53 CHEVY DELUXE. ,
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designed to
your dental health
TEXTURED NI
TEETH AND
Dental

Last Chance

Bardsley Elected
IDC President

ro
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TO SAVE ON

LA TORRE
Reduced Price $6.25
Price next semester $6.75

Purchase yours:
Student Affairs Office B-1

Spartaguide

Limited Supply

BUY NOW

TIRED OF ZEN?

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
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200 a line
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DISCOUNT

KILLION HALL

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
Jose State College, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
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2 c
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